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Residential Dashboard Overview
The Residential Dashboard displays your work for the day. The activities include
performing tasks such as move ins and move outs, deposit accounting, renewing or
terminating a lease, entering and processing work orders, and reviewing alerts and
exceptions that may impact your property reports.
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Dashboard Layout
The dashboard has been set up to make navigating the daily system activities easy and
accessible.
There are different groups of tasks arranged on the dashboard which include: Resident
Activity, Maintenance, Unit Statistics, Traffic, Open Batches and other miscellaneous tasks
under the current date.
A summary of each dashboard grouping follows to familiarize you with the system:
Note: Many of these screens/functions such as notice, move in, move out, deposit
accounting and etc. can be accessed from the Resident screen. As with other
Windows products, Voyager allows the end user freedom to use different access
points. The preferred access point is through the Dashboard, however, unless
otherwise noted, it is not necessarily incorrect to access screens from places other
than described above, such as the Resident screen.

Resident Activity
The resident activity section is where you will perform functions for new, expiring and
renewing leases; move ins, move outs, deposit accountings, on notice tenants, expiring
leases (to access renewal workflow), scheduled lease renewals and alerts/exceptions.

Unit Statistics
The unit statistics section allows the user to review and access total units, leased units,
occupied units, available units, model/down/admin units, on hold units and unit transfers.

Today’s Date Section
This section also allows the user to access various tasks and functions through a number
of links. These tasks and functions include: Prop/List, Add Guest, Print Letters, Quick
Guest, Daily Activity, Monitor Reports and New Service Requests.
Selecting your property – Setting the Active Property
1. Enter the property code or property list in the Prop/List box or click on the Prop/List
link to select from a list of properties or property lists. Most users will have your
dashboard default to your assigned property. You can verify the correct property
by reviewing the Prop/List box. For users assigned to multiple properties, select
the appropriate property using the Prop/List box.
2. Press the Tab key. The screen will refresh the data in the Resident Activity, Unit
Statistics, Maintenance and Traffic section automatically.
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3. Before accessing any link in the dashboard; be sure you are on the correct
property.
Note: The active property will default to the property your user ID is secured to.
Most users will default to their assigned property. If you have access to more than
one property this box will default to the 1st property in alphabetical order.
Note: The Leasing Specials, Hot Sheet and the New PO links are in this section;
however they are not accessible and will not be used at this time.

Maintenance
The Maintenance section allows the user to access and review pending work order
requests and completed work order follow ups.

Traffic
The Traffic section allows the user to access the prospect pipeline, today’s showings, on
waitlist units and pending applications.

Open Batches
The open batch section allows the user to create new charges and receipts and to access
and review un-posted batches.

Calendar, Dashboard and Person Search Tabs
To perform a person or unit search there is a tab at the bottom of the dashboard labeled
“Person Search” which you can use to look up a person with various search criteria. The
name of a person can be found by entering the whole (first and last) name or the partial
name (any sequence of letters, the whole last name or the whole first name).
To access the calendar there is a tab at the bottom of the screen labeled “Calendar” where
you can access leasing information as well as scheduled system tasks.
Note: The middle tab labeled “Dashboard” at the bottom of the screen is populated
as a sub-screen whenever you click on certain dashboard links (such as total units,
move ins and move outs).
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Traffic
Guest Card Leasing Step
There are two ways to add traffic; the Quick Guest link or the Add Guest link. The
difference between these two methods is that the Quick Guest link does not require a
result while the Add Guest link does. Often times you may not be able to determine a
result upon a prospect’s first visit and therefore it is recommended that you use the Quick
Guest link to enter traffic.

Add a Guest Using the Quick Guest Link
1. Under the Today’s date section of the dashboard, click the Quick Guest link. The
Quick Guest screen is displayed.
2. You are required to enter the minimum information highlighted in blue. You should
consider completing the Quick Guest screen to facilitate follow-up contact with the
prospect.
3. The available units table displays the on notice and vacant units available.
4. Click the SAVE button to save the prospect record.
5. You can now add a new occupant (lessee) for the prospect record by clicking the
Add New Occupant link in the Occupants section of the Quick Guest screen.
6. To continue click on the Go to Leasing Workflow link at the bottom of the page.
This will take you to the Prospect Guest Card screen where you can continue the
Leasing Steps workflow by entering the prospect’s preferences.

Add a Guest Using the Add Guest link
1. Under the Today’s date section of the dashboard, click the Add Guest link. A blank
Prospect Guest Card is displayed.
2. Enter prospect information in the required fields. Required fields include: the first
and last name, first contact, agent, source, result and the date.
3. Click NEXT to save the prospect record. This will take you to the Preferences step
in the Leasing Steps workflow.
Note: The Prospect Pipeline number on the dashboard is increased by one to
reflect the addition of the prospect. If you navigate away from the guest card or the
prospect leaves without leasing the guest card can be accessed by clicking on the
link to the right of the Prospect Pipeline under the Traffic section of the dashboard.
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Access the Prospect Guest Card for Returning Prospects
If the potential resident is returning from a previous visit, look in the system to see if they
have a record. To find a prospect who has visited the property in the last 30 days, you can
find them from the Prospect Pipeline link under the Traffic section.
1. Under the Traffic section of the dashboard, click the number link to the right of
Prospect Pipeline.
2. The prospect pipeline tab will display at the bottom of the screen in which you can
click on the name to go to the leasing workflow from the Prospect Guest Card or
you can schedule an appointment directly.
To find a prospect record older than 30 days you should use the person search tab
on the dashboard.
1. Enter the name in the name box (for best results try the last name first).
2. Click SEARCH. Click the name of the prospect/resident you want to review.
If there is more than one record matching the filter criteria you entered, the results
will display a table. Select the record from the navigation list to display Resident
screen.
3. The Prospect Guest Card screen is displayed.
4. Proceed from the Prospect Guest Card as detailed below.
Note: Guests that have been entered can be taken out of the prospect pipeline if
considered invalid by clicking the CANCEL GUEST button. If they become a
legitimate prospect again, you can click the REACTIVATE button to add them back
in the prospect pipeline (selectable from the dashboard).

Contacts
Record in the system every separate contact made with the prospective tenant. Click the
Add New Contact Link from the Guest Card, in the Contacts section located at the bottom
of the screen, to record your Follow-Up.
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You may enter what Type of Follow-Up you are recording and any notes relevant to that
follow up.
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Yardi Voyager will retain a full history of all Follow-Ups entered for your Guests.

Preferences Leasing Step- Add Guest Preferences
1. After completing/updating the Guest Card in the Leasing Steps workflow, review
the prospect record for which you will add preferences.
2. The Preferences screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is the next
leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Preferences
or, if still on the Guest Card step, click NEXT.
3. Enter information in the required fields. Required fields include the expected move
in date and the number of bedrooms needed. A number greater than zero must
be entered in the Bedrooms field in order for units to appear in the Select
Unit step of the leasing workflow.
4. Click the NEXT button to proceed to the Occupants step. The prospect
preferences is saved in your database once you click the NEXT button or click the
next leasing step link below in the Leasing Steps workflow.
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Occupants Leasing Step- Add Occupants
1. After entering the preferences, review the prospect record for which you will add
occupants.
2. The Occupants screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is the next
leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Occupants.
3. Click the Add New Occupant link in the Select column of the Occupants table. The
Occupant screen is displayed in a separate window.
4. Enter information in the required fields. Required information includes the first and
last names. Remember that when the Lessee checkbox is checked then they will
appear on the front of the lease and that only guarantors should be entered here
with the box unchecked.
5. Click SAVE. The Occupant window closes and the Occupant table is now
displayed at the bottom of the screen populated with the new occupant with an Edit
link in which you can make changes; along with an Add New Occupant link in the
bottom row.
6. Repeat steps 3 through 5 to add more occupants to the prospect record.
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Note: If there are no other occupants, the Leasing Consultant may click NEXT and
go straight to the Select Unit screen to show the unit. When adding additional
occupants, make sure the Roommate Lessee box is selected; anyone over the age
of 18 should be on the lease. Guarantors are also added here but the Lessee box
should be unchecked for co-signers. This is not where children or minors are
entered; they are only entered in the resident profiles.
7. Click the NEXT button to proceed to the Select Unit step or click on the next link
below in the Leasing Steps workflow.

Delete an Existing Occupant Record
1. Click the Edit link in the Select column of the Occupant table next to the occupant
whose record you want to modify.
2. The Occupant window is displayed.
3. Click DELETE.
4. Click OK to confirm the deletion.
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5. The deleted occupant record is removed from the Prospect Guest Card/Occupants
screen. The occupant record is saved in your database once you click the NEXT
button or click the Next Leasing Step link below in the Leasing Steps workflow.

Select Unit Leasing Step- Record Showing a Unit
1. After completing the occupants, review the prospect record for which you will show
a unit. Remember that this step should be completed after the unit has been
physically shown so that the result can be selected.
2. The Select Unit screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is the next
leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Select Unit.
3. The Select Unit table shows all currently available units that match the bedroom
and property choices defined on the Prospect Guest Card and Preferences
screens. Uncheck the bedroom and/or property boxes in order to show all units
available.
4. Click the Show link in the table under the Show column of the unit you have shown
to the prospect.
5. The Contact for Prospect screen is displayed. The Contact Type field defaults to
Show, indicating this Show Contact.
6. Verify the following required fields:
Type

The value defaults to Show.

Agent

Select the agent responsible for the unit showing from the drop-down list.
Remember this is what determines who gets credit for the lease.

Result

Select the appropriate result; be sure to select an unqualified result if
applicable.

Date

Enter the date the agent is scheduled to show the unit to the prospect. The
date defaults from the current system date.

7. Click SAVE.
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Note: Each show must have a Showing Contact Type with a required Result in
order to verify if the applicant is Qualified or Unqualified.

Select Unit Leasing Step- Select a Unit
1. Review the prospect record for which you want to select a unit.
2. The Select Unit screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is the next
leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Select Unit.
3. The Select Unit screen shows all currently available units matching the bedroom
and property choices defined on the Prospect Guest Card and Preferences
screens.
4. To include available units other than just the preferred number of bedrooms
defined by the prospect Preferences screen, uncheck the bedrooms checkbox. All
available units at the specified property display on the Select Unit table.
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5. Click the Select link in the Select column of the unit you wish to select for the
prospect. The selected unit number appears on the Prospect Guest Card screen.
6. Click the NEXT button to proceed to the Rental Options step.
The count of Available Units on the dashboard is decreased by one since the unit was
selected and assigned to a prospect.

Note: The Guest may also go on the Wait List by selecting a WAIT unit. The Guest
may be assigned to a real unit at a future date.

Rental Options Leasing Step- Set Up Rental Options
Before setting up rental options, you must select a unit for your prospect. The unit can be
changed at a later time if required.
1. Review the prospect record for which you want to set up rental options.
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2. The Rental Options screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is the
next leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Rental
Options.
3. Enter the required information highlighted in blue. You can click on the Lease
Expiration Count link to view the target expirations for each month.
4. If the applicant wants to reserve a specific Rentable Item (garage, carport, storage)
then enter the quantity from the Rentable Items and Options table. If the rentable
item is unavailable to select but will be vacant upon move in date, then you can
reserve by updating the rentable item note select from the pull-down menu at the
top of the dashboard Residents>Rentable Items>Update Rentable Item Note. The
Update Rentable Item Notes screen displays. Select the rentable item (type and
code), then type the note to reserve the item. The note should include the date
and tenant interested in reserving the item. Click SUBMIT.

Note: The notes appear on the NTS Rentable Items report accessible from the
quick menu, under availability.
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5. You can click the QUOTE button to produce a schedule of rent the resident will be
responsible for (note that this includes only the base rent and rentable items, not
necessarily all monthly charges such as pet rent, etc.).
6. Click the NEXT button twice to save rental options and proceed to the Application
Form step. The rental options are saved in your database once you click the
NEXT button or click the Next Leasing Step link below in the Leasing Steps
workflow. Note that the Concessions step is not being used at this time.

The Concessions
step of the leasing
workflow will not be
used. Just click next
to proceed to the
next leasing step.

You can click on Lease Expiration Count to view the
target expirations for each month.

Note: Remember to remove manually entered Rentable Item notes once applicant
moves in.

Concessions Leasing Step
Click NEXT to skip this step. It is not currently in use.
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Application Form Leasing Step- Enter Applicant Information
1. Review the prospect record for which you want to enter applicant information.
2. The Application Information screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it
is the next leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled
Application Form.
3. Click on the Application Information link. Enter all the known information about the
application form then click SAVE.

4. If there are additional occupants/lessees, click on the Occupant Information link to
add other occupant/lessee information.

5. Click the NEXT button to proceed to the Application Charges step.

Application Charges Leasing Step- Post Applicant Charges
1. Review the prospect record for which you want to enter application charges.
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2. The Application Charges screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is
the next leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled
Application Charges.
3. The Application charge screen should have the current date selected and the
agent selected who is processing the application. (This does not have to be the
employee who will receive credit for the lease.)
4. The required application fee is mandatory and is charged automatically and cannot
be modified. The additional application fee and security deposits should be
selected if valid. These amounts are currently set to the property default, if a
different amount should be charged then change the dollar amount(s) to be correct.
Be sure the amounts are greater than zero. Never select these charges and
then enter a zero amount.
5. Select appropriate Application Fees and click NEXT. You will receive a pop-up box
asking “Do you wish to post application charges?” Click OK and continue and
proceed to the Application Status Screen.
Note: Before processing application charges please verify the Applicant Legal
Name on documentation. If the name is not correct please go back to the Guest
Card and correct the name before approving charges. This verifies that the correct
name is on the lease.
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Note: Remember if you don’t charge a security deposit you must go to the Resident
screen under the Other Resident Info and enter a No Sec Deposit Reason. This must
be done after the lease is executed.
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Application Status Leasing Step- Deny an Application
1. Review the applicant record whose application you want to deny.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the DENY button. A message is displayed defaulting to the date and agent;
please select the reason denied and click save. A message then is displayed
asking you to verify that you want to deny this application.
4. Click OK to confirm that you want to deny the applicant’s application.

Application Status Leasing Step- Approve an Application
1. Review the applicant record whose application you want to approve.
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2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen as it is
the next leasing step, if not click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled
Application Status.
3. To approve the application click the APPROVE button. Popup messages display
asking you to verify that you want to approve this applicant.
4. Click SAVE and OK to confirm that you want to approve the applicant’s application.
The application is approved and the applicant becomes a Prospect with a status of
Approved.

Note: The application status shows the date approved.

Note: Once the application is approved the options in the Application Status
leasing step are: to view the ledger, to assign a unit, execute the lease or cancel the
application.

Applicant Ledger
1. Review the applicant record whose ledger you want to view.
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2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in the Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click on the LEDGER button and review the prospective tenant’s ledger for the
appropriate application fees and security deposit charges. Note that the Resident
screen is not available on Voyager 6.0 for approved applicants.

Assign Unit - Applicant
This function allows you to change the applicant’s unit at any time after the unit has
been selected before executing the lease.
1. Review the applicant record whose unit you want to assign.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in the Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the ASSIGN UNIT button, the Select Unit screen displays.
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4. Select a different unit by clicking SELECT in the row that is displaying the unit the
prospect wants (It may be necessary to deselect the number of bedrooms and
refresh the screen by clicking the REFRESH button). Verify that the unit has
changed in the top half of the Prospect Guest Card.
Note: Selecting a unit will not affect the count on the Pending Application link.
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Application Status Leasing Step – Cancel an Application
1. Review the applicant record whose application you want to cancel.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the CANCEL button. A message is displayed defaulting to the date and
agent; please select the reason for canceling and click SAVE. A message then is
displayed asking you to verify that you want to cancel this application.
4. Click OK to confirm that you want to cancel the applicant’s application.
5. After the Application Status screen refreshes, the screen now features a REAPPLY button in the place of the previous four buttons (Credit Check, Approve,
Deny, and Cancel). The prospect status is changed to Canceled. Process the
deposit accounting by clicking on the DEP ACCTG button and print the move out
statement accordingly.
Note: The money an applicant pays should be receipted in the system and
deposited on the day the application is submitted. If the applicant cancels within 72
hours then they will get a check for the full refund once you process deposit
accounting. If the applicant cancels after 72 hours then they forfeit application fees
and security deposits that were paid.
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Deposit Accounting for Canceled or Denied Applicant
1. Review the canceled/denied applicant who you want to complete deposit
accounting for.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the DEP ACCTG button; the “Cancel Future Move in” deposit accounting
screen displays.
4. Review the move out charges. Check the box in the Yes/No column to select the
charge/credit line. Some lines have a grayed out check box indicating the charge
or credit is required. These required charges display at the top of the list. If things
need to be waived or charged then the adjust deposit accounting function can be
performed after posting deposit accounting initially. For example in the case for
applicants who cancel within 72 hours you can post the deposit accounting then
adjust off all charges in order for them to get their full refund by Adjust Deposit
Accounting. Charges that will be included in the initial deposit accounting are:
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credits automatically pulled into the move out statement such as security deposit
amounts and pre-paid rent. Optional charges, if any, display below the required
charges and can be changed (unchecked/checked) if needed.
5. Review the charges in the deposit accounting screen. Also make sure that all
receipts paid by the applicant have been posted to the applicant’s ledger before
processing (posting) deposit accounting.
6. Check the Print Statement box.
7. Click POST. All move out charges and payables are updated in the past resident’s
ledger. Payables are posted and submitted for reimbursement approval.
Outstanding charges are billed to the past resident.
The Move out charges and credits appear on the resident’s ledger. The Deposit
Accounting count on the dashboard is decreased by one.

Adjust Deposit Accounting for Canceled or Denied Applicant
This should only be performed if the refund check has not yet been issued.
1. Review the canceled applicant record who you want to adjust deposit accounting.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click on Adj Dep Acctg link; the “Cancel Future Move in” deposit accounting
screen displays.
4. Enter charge codes, detail descriptions and amounts for all applicable charges and
credits. Remember that the credit column is used for negative charges. Check the
print statement box and click POST.

Process the Move Out Statement for Canceled or Denied
Applicant
1. If the statement was not printed from the deposit accounting screen, review the
applicant record for which you want to process the move out statement. If the
statement was printed skip to step 4.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the MOVE OUT STATEMENT button on the Application Status Screen. The
move out statement is displayed. Print the statement.
4. Review charges; double checking pro rations and the refund amount.
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5. Property manager approves and submits to accounting.
Note: The ledger and the move out statement both show the amount to be refunded
(if there is any initially) and the adjustment to the amount to be refunded as
separate transactions. These must be netted to get the total refund.
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Re-Apply
If the applicant has canceled but, at a later date, decides to move in again then you have
the option to re-apply the tenant. Voyager 6.0 handles this better than previous versions
and this is now our preferred method to handle previously canceled prospects.
1. Review the applicant record whose application you want to re-apply.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Click the REAPPLY button. A message is displayed defaulting to the date and
agent; please click SAVE. A message then is displayed asking you to verify that
you want to reapply this application.
4. Click OK to confirm that you want to reapply the applicant’s application. The
Pending Applications link on the dashboard increases by one upon reapplying.
5. The prospect screen is now reset to the beginning of the application status step in
which you can view the tenant’s ledger, assign a unit, approve, deny or cancel.
See Application Status Leasing Step section for step-by-step instructions. Click on
APPLICATION CHARGES in the Leasing Steps to review the posted charges.
Recharge any applicable item that may have been credited back through deposit
accounting. For example, if deposit accounting was performed, this would usually
require you to charge back the security deposit. Click on the CHARGE button and
enter the amount, charge code and description. Click SUBMIT.
The applicant is now ready to be approved, denied or canceled. You can also re-assign
the unit if necessary; see Assign Unit-Applicant.

Application Status Leasing Step - Execute Lease
1. Review the applicant record whose unit you want execute the lease.
2. The Application Status screen should display at the bottom of the screen, if not
click on the link in Leasing Steps workflow labeled Application Status.
3. Once the Lease details are agreed upon, click the EXECUTE LEASE button. The
date executed should be the current date. Click SAVE then OK to execute the
lease.
4. Click the REAPPLY button. A message is displayed defaulting to the date and
agent; click SAVE. A message then is displayed asking you to verify that you want
to reapply this application.
5. Click OK to confirm that you want to reapply the applicant’s application. The
Pending Applications link on the dashboard increases by one upon reapplying.
6. The prospect screen is now reset to the beginning of the application status step.
See “Application Status Leasing Step” section for step-by-step instructions. Click
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on APPLICATION CHARGES in the Leasing Steps to review the posted charges.
Re-charge any applicable item that may have been credited back through deposit
accounting. If deposit accounting was performed, this would usually require to
charge back the security deposit. Click on the CHARGE button and enter the
amount, change code and description. Click SUBMIT.
The applicant is now ready to be approved, denied or cancelled. You can also re-assign
the unit if necessary; see Assign Unit – Applicant.

By Executing the Lease, a new Future Resident will be created from the Guest Information
you had previously entered. The Pending Application count on the dashboard is
decreased by one after executing the lease; notice that approving the application alone
does not get rid of the pending applicants on the dashboard.
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Print the Lease and Addendums
Upon executing the lease, the next step is to review and/or update the lease information
screen and print the lease so that it can be signed.
1. Upon executing the lease the Resident screen will display. If you leave the screen
you can get back to it by looking up the resident using the Person Search Tab on
the dashboard.
2. From the Resident screen, find the Lease Information link on the right side under
Data. Add any required information specific to the tenant, such as: pet, key,
washer/dryer, garage, carport, concession, storage, executive unit and short term
lease information. Some information is required as indicated in blue. Click SAVE
when all applicable information is entered and then close the screen.

3. After filling in all applicable lease information you are now ready to print the lease.
Under Data on the right side menu from the Resident screen click the Resident
Lease link and the resident lease will display on the screen. Click PRINT to print.
Lease addendums are required when there is a change mid-lease or if there are items not
covered in the Resident lease. These addendums are part of the lease and upon updating
the lease information print all applicable addendums so they can be signed.
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4. After filling in/updating all applicable lease information print the applicable
addendums under data on the right side menu from the Resident screen. Click
RENT CON–ADDEN, EMPLOYEE–ADDEN, EXC/CORP–ADDEN, CRPT/GRG–
ADDEN, STORAGE–ADDEN, ACCGTE–ADDEN, REC VEHICLE AGRMENT or
PET ADDENDUM. The addendum to the lease will display on the screen.
Note: The lease information screen can be updated at any time to reprint/print the
lease and/or addendums. Just remember that the information should match the
system. The lease information does not update lease or pet charges in the system;
it only updates the lease documents. Also remember that the lease is not legally
binding until all parties have signed it and anytime the lease is reprinted or a new
addendum is reprinted mid-lease the tenants must again sign off on the document.

Note: Remember before printing the lease to verify and update roommate
information, if necessary, click the Roommates link within the Resident screen
under Data on the right side menu. Keep in mind that the Roommates screen is
only for lessees and guarantors. Enter/ update all names on the Lease and any
Guarantors, if they were not entered earlier in the prospect screen. Remember that
the lessee box is checked for the lessees and unchecked for the guarantors.
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Assign Unit - Future
This function allows you to change the future tenant’s unit at any time after the lease
has been executed. Remember that if you assign a new unit for a future you must
reprint the lease.
1. Review the future tenant record whose unit you want to assign.
2. From the Resident screen click the Assign Unit link; the Select Unit screen
displays.
3. Enter a unit different than the unit assigned when the lease was executed. Verify
the other required fields and click the POST button.

If the lease is already executed and the tenant
wants to switch units click the Assign Unit link
to reassign. The lease must be reprinted and
signed by the tenant.
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Adjust Move in Dates
Adjust Resident Move in Dates (Current Move ins)
1. From the dashboard click the Move in link in the Resident Activity section. The
Move in table is displayed beneath the dashboard. There are 4 options: move in,
adjust dates, cancel or execute lease (this will always be unavailable). The
Execute Lease section shows approved applicants with a move in date on or
before the current date.
2. From the Move in table, click the ADJUST DATES button corresponding to the row
of the resident whose move in dates you want to modify. The Adjust Move in Dates
screen is displayed.
3. Modify fields in the Lease dates frame with the updated move in information.
4. Click the POST button to update the database with the new information. Click OK.
5. Reprint the lease and have Resident sign.
If the move in date was adjusted so that the new move in date occurs after the current
system date, the number of move ins reflected on the Resident Workflow is decreased by
one.

Adjust Resident Move in Dates (Future Move ins)
Find the future tenant you wish to adjust the move in date by using the Person
Search tab on the dashboard.
1. Review the future tenant record whose unit you want to assign.
2. From the Resident screen click the Adjust Move in Dates link under Functions; the
Adjust Move in Dates screen displays.
3. Modify fields in the Lease dates frame with the updated move in information.
4. Click the POST button to update the database with the new information. Click OK.
5. Reprint the lease and have Resident sign.
If the move in date was adjusted so that the new move in date occurs on or before the
current system date, the number of move ins reflected on the Resident Workflow is
increased by one. If lease dates change you will need to reprint the lease.
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Cancel Move in
Cancel a Resident Move in (Current Move ins)
1. From the dashboard click the Move in link in the Resident Activity section. The
Move in table is displayed beneath the dashboard. There are 4 options: move in,
adjust dates, cancel or execute lease.
2. From the Move in table, click the CANCEL button corresponding to the row of the
resident whose move in you want to cancel. The Cancel Future Move In screen is
displayed.
3. Enter information in the required fields. The cancel reason is a required field.
4. Click SUBMIT. The Cancel Future Move In posts. Click OK.
In the system the former future tenant reverts back to a prospect. The Resident screen is
no longer available and the canceled move in now acts the same as a canceled applicant.
See the section titled “Deposit Accounting for Canceled Applicant” to process deposit
accounting and the move out statement or the section titled “To Re-Apply” to re-apply the
canceled resident who wants to begin the leasing process again.
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Cancel a Resident Move in (Future Move ins)
To find the future tenant you wish to cancel use the Person Search tab on the
dashboard.
1. Review the future tenant record whose unit you want to assign.
2. From the Resident screen click the Cancel Move in link under Functions; the
Cancel Future Move in screen displays.
5. Enter information in the required fields. The cancel reason is a required field.
6. Click SUBMIT. The Cancel Future Move in posts. Click OK.
In the system the former future tenant reverts back to a prospect. The Resident screen is
no longer available and the canceled move in now acts the same as a canceled applicant.
See the section titled “Deposit Accounting for Canceled Applicant” to process deposit
accounting and the move out statement or the section titled “To Re-Apply” to re-apply the
canceled resident who wants to begin the leasing process again.
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Move in
Once the lease is executed, the figure for Move ins on Residential Dashboard is adjusted
by the system daily. Prior to the move in date, the future resident can be found on the
NTS Unit Availability Detail from the Quick Menu under Residential Reports or accessed
by search criteria (name, unit, etc.). When the Move in link is clicked the move in table is
displayed below the dashboard in which you can click the following: MOVE IN, ADJUST
DATES, CANCEL or EXECUTE LEASE. Do not click the MOVE IN button without first
verifying that there is a signed lease in which the unit, names, rent, lease dates and
rentable items match the information located/accessible from the Resident screen.

This screen
provides links that
enable you to
cancel the movein, adjust the
dates, or move the
tenant in
immediately.
Additional links
enable you to view
the tenant
information by
clicking on the
name or view the
unit information by
clicking on the unit
number.

Move in a Resident
1. From the dashboard click the Move in link in the Resident Activity section. The
Move in table is displayed beneath the dashboard. There are 4 options: Move In,
Adjust Dates, Cancel or Execute Lease.
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2. From the Move in table, click the MOVE IN button corresponding to the row of the
resident you want to move in. The Move in screen is displayed. The Move in
screen can also be accessed through the future resident, “tenant” screen.
3. Tab through the date and term fields. Review the move in charges and make any
necessary changes. Remember if the applicant had a Rentable Item already
selected in the prospect screen you will see it selected on the screen; if the
applicant wants a rentable item that was not already selected then you can assign
it and select it now, so that prorated rent and other charges will be posted.
4. Verify all charges, remember that the Move in Amount column represents what is
due from resident at move in and that the Lease Amount column represents the
lease charges that will be created to post at the first of the month billing process.
Also check the lease move in date, lease from date, the lease term and the lease
to date; verify that these match the actual printed lease.

Tab through the date and term
fields. Verify Lease Dates before
clicking POST. Also verify all dates
after move-in. If you find any errors
contact Accounting Dept. to make
corrections.

5. Click the POST button to finalize the resident move in.
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Things to Remember Upon Moving in a Tenant
1. Remember to update the resident profiles by clicking on the Resident Profile link
accessible from the Resident screen (This is where everyone living in the
apartment should be listed). In Resident Profiles, the primary tenant should always
be listed on the Resident screen except in the case of a Corporate unit which
should display the actual occupant as the primary tenant.
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2. Remember to Update the Utility Flags and Reasons, Renters Insurance and No
Sec Dep Reason on the Resident screen under the “Other Info” tab.
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Preparing/Posting Charges and Receipts
Manual charges can be posted from the Resident screen by clicking on the Charge link,
through the receipt batch screen via the NEW CHARGE button or by creating a charge
batch via the New Charge Batch link on the dashboard. Manual charges are only
necessary for things that are not generated through normal system lease charges; such as
adjustments, customer relations concessions, pro-rations for utilities, cleaning/damage
fees, electric reimbursement and etc.
Note: Any receipt that you process/receipt will go in the system as a prepaid unless
there is a charge to offset it. Please remember to post the charge for the
corresponding receipt before processing the receipt.
For example, after
communicating with a tenant that they owe $50 for losing a garage remote, the
tenant writes out a check for $50. First you should charge the $50 for the remote
then receipt the check.

Create a New Charge via Charge Batch
1. In the Open Batches section of the dashboard, click the ADD NEW CHARGE
BATCH. The filter is displayed to add your batch.
2. Enter the total amount of the charges or receipts. This is the total dollar amount of
the batch.
3. Enter the number of charges or receipts. This is the number of charges or receipts
in the batch. For example, when adding a charge batch for three tenants being
charged legal fees, there should be a total of 3 entered.
4. Click the SUBMIT button; the Charge screen displays.

Note: Total Declared & Items
Declared should match the
totals for your deposit or
charge(s).

5. Enter the required fields highlighted in blue: the Resident code and the Charge
Code (you can look these up by using the link provided). Also enter the Amount,
Charge Date and Post Month.
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6. Click the SAVE button. The Batch Charge screen displays.

7. Click the ADD button if there are additional charges to enter for this batch. Click
the DELETE button to delete the batch. Click the EDIT button to modify the batch.
After editing click SAVE then return to the batch screen by clicking on the batch
link in the upper right hand corner. When ready to post the batch, click REPORT to
review then click POST.
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Open an Existing Charge
1. In the Open Batches section of the dashboard, click the Charges link. A list of
open batches is displayed on the screen. The batch numbers display as links.

2. Click the batch number you want to open. The Batch Charge screen is displayed.

3. You are ready to edit or add transactions, review the batch report, save, delete or
post the batch. When ready to post the batch, click Report to review then click
Post.
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Create a New Receipt via Receipt Batch
1. In the Open Batches section of the dashboard, click the ADD NEW RECEIPT
BATCH for the kind of batch you want to add. The filter is displayed to add your
batch.
2. Enter the total amount of the charges or receipts. This is the total dollar amount of
the batch.
3. Enter the number of receipts. This is the number of charges or receipts in the
batch. For example, when adding a receipt batch for two tenants paying their rent
with one check each, there should be a total of 2 entered.
4. For receipts, the deposit date should always be the current date and the post
month will always be the current month. Remember that all deposits entered must
be received by the bank as a deposit the same day.
5. Click the SUBMIT button.

Note: Total Declared & Items Declared should match the totals for your
deposit or charge(s).
6. Enter the resident code (you can look this up by the Resident link provided).Click
the ENTER DETAIL button.
7. The tenant’s charges display in the table below.
8. Enter or modify the dollar amount of the receipt, the check number and verify that
the distribution of the receipt is correct. You can modify the receipt amounts if
necessary by clicking the ERASE DISTRIBUTION button. For example, if a tenant
has a $100 security deposit but only $50 out of $100 is being applied to that
charge, you can erase the distribution and type $100 in the Pay box to pay the
entire security deposit. Do not modify the charge codes or the dates for
prepay rows; only one row should be used and should only represent true
prepaid amounts. If a charge was missed and there should not be a prepay then
click the NEW CHARGE button below. If you do not need to use the NEW
CHARGE button skip to step 10.
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9. Upon clicking the NEW CHARGE button the Create Charge screen displays. Enter
all required fields highlighted in blue and a note (description) to indicate the nature
of the charge. After charging from the receipt screen you must click the
RESELECT TENANT button to make the charge appear on the receipt screen.
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10. Enter the check number in the required field. Review the receipt.

Note: In the situation where you know
there should be a corresponding charge
when receipting and all that is available to
apply to is the prepay, then you can click
the new charge button located at the bottom
right. This will allow you to charge the
tenant so that the receipt will apply to
charge due and not to be prepaid.

Be sure to enter the correct amount and
the check number. Apply the appropriate
amount to the appropriate charge(s).
Remember that if the prepay code is all
that is left to apply, then the system
does not have any other charges
recorded and that this should always
remain a prepay charge code. Do not
change the prepay charge code box.
When you are finished, click SAVE.
Continue receipting money until all receipts
in this batch are recorded. Voyager returns
you to the Batch Receipt screen. Be sure
to print and review the batch report before
posting the batch. Click POST to update
the financial records.

11. Click SAVE. The Batch Receipt screen displays.

12. Click the ADD button if there are additional receipts to enter for this batch. Click
the DELETE button to delete the batch. Click the EDIT button to modify the batch.
After editing click SAVE then return to the batch screen by clicking on the batch
link in the upper right-hand corner. When ready to post the batch, click REPORT to
review then click POST.
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Note: Keep a copy of all Reports and Checks

Open an Existing Receipt
1. In the Open Batches section of the dashboard, click the Receipts link. A list of
open batches is displayed on the screen. The batch numbers display as links.

2. Click the batch number you want to open. The Batch Receipt screen is displayed.
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3. You are ready to edit or add transactions, review the batch report, save, delete or
post the batch. When ready to post the batch, click REPORT to review then click
POST.

Monthly Posting
Posting monthly (recurring) charges should be performed by the 1st or 2nd of each month.
The monthly posting process includes reviewing and editing (recurring) lease charges and
receipts before posting as described in step 4.
Note: Resident (Recurring) Lease Charges are established during the Move in
process. Review the Resident’s current Lease Charges before creating new Lease
Charges.
1. Select from the top pull down menu Financial>Charges>Residential Monthly
Posting.
2. Complete the Monthly Posting filter. Select Report Only from the Report Only?
field.
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3. Click SUBMIT. The program produces a report.
4. Review the Monthly Posting report for accuracy.
5. Edit individual Resident Lease Charges, as appropriate.
6. Select from the top pull down menu Financial>Charges>Residential Monthly
Posting.
7. Complete the Monthly Posting filter. Select Create Batch from the “Report Only?”
field. Click SUBMIT.
8. From the dashboard, select Charges via the Open Batches section, then select
batch # of the monthly posting (this will have a description of “:Post mm/dd/yyyy”
and the time). Click REPORT to review and then click POST to post the monthly
charges.
9. After monthly posting is complete, contact accounting to have the utilities taken off
hold (if applicable for your property).

Post a One-Time “Quick”Charge
One-time charges should only be used in special circumstances where a lease charge
isn’t applicable. (For example, if you give a one-time concession at the beginning of a
lease this should be done through lease charges. If the Resident rents out the clubhouse,
however, this should be a one-time charge.)
Note: One-time charges should only be posted for things outside the lease. Free
rent, base rent, pet rent, garage rent and etc., which are listed in the lease or lease
documents, are changed through lease charges and posted with the monthly billing.
1. Review the resident for which you want to create the charge.
2. From the Resident screen click the Charge link under Functions; the Create
Charge screen displays.
3. Complete the required fields highlighted in blue; the charge amount and the charge
code.
4. Always include a Note (description) to indicate the nature of the charge.
5. Click SUBMIT.
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Post Late Fees (Should be Posted on the 5th and 10th of Each
Month)
1. Select from the top pull down menu Financial>Charges>Post Late Fee.
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2. Complete Late Fee filter to select the appropriate Residents.

3. Select REPORT ONLY.
4. Click SUBMIT. The program produces a report.

5. Review the Late Fee report for accuracy.
6. If the report is inaccurate on residents with prepayments then it is possible that
accounting has not yet completed the applied prepayments function, which applies
prepayments and receipts them against outstanding charges in the system. The
applied prepayments function is completed by accounting on the 5th of the month.
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Contact accounting if this is the problem. Repeat steps 1 through 5 until the report
is accurate.
7. Select from the top pull down menu Financial>Charges>Post Late Fee.
8. Complete the Late Fee filter. Select Create Batch from the “Report Only?” field.
9. From the dashboard, select Charges via the Open Batches section, then select
batch # of the late fee posting (this will have a description of “:LF mm/dd/yyyy” and
the time). The charge batch screen displays. Click EDIT to modify or delete
charges if necessary. After editing click SAVE then return to the batch screen by
clicking on the batch link in the upper right hand corner.
10. Click REPORT to review and then click POST to post the late fees.
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Lease Renewals and Expiring Leases Process
Make Proposals for Expiring Leases
Note: The instructions below begin with accessing the Renewal Workflow from the
dashboard. The Renewal workflow can also be accessed directly from the tenant
screen by clicking on the Lease Renewal Workflow link.
1. Run the Current Renewal Status report from the quick menu to determine who is
up for renewal based on month projected 120 days out.
2. Click on the Expiring Leases link located on the dashboard in the Resident Activity
Section.
3. Click on the RENEWAL WORKFLOW button for the tenant that is due for renewal.
4. Click on the Make New Proposal link.

5. Enter the dates, the term, and the agent in the required fields on the lease proposal
screen. Also enter lease charges for rent, garages/carports and pets. For short
term leases enter the short term charge on the tenant not in the proposal.
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6. Click the Exclude box to mark any old charges that will not be charged. (example:
month to month.)
7. Click SAVE.
8. Review the new lease terms in the Proposed Rent/Term column or click the MAKE
PROPOSAL function button to view the details of the proposal. The agent may
choose to save the proposal as it is, or make modifications and then save the
proposal.

Print Proposal Letters
Note: Printing proposal letters can be done in bulk or individually. Before printing
letters, be sure that all available expiring lease proposals have been entered. The
preferred method is to select all available letters from the Print Letters table as
described in this step; however, there is also the option of selecting letters
individually. Please see the “Print Individual Letters” step below for the best way to
print letters individually.
1. Once the proposals have been saved then you can print letters. Click the Print
Letters link under the Today’ Date section. The Print Letters table is displayed.
This table will have all tenants with expiring leases 120 days out. The tenants with
grayed out checkboxes means that the letter for that period has passed the
number of days out. The tenants you want to print letters for should have the next
valid period checkboxed (this will be the first period to the left).
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Note: Letters that are past the time frame that are grayed out can still be printed by
going below the table and selecting the tenant code from the drop down list. The
tenant code can be found by clicking on the name before hand and writing down the
code from the Resident screen.

2. Click

1. Select

2. Click the Print Letters link. A message box is displayed “Your request has been
submitted. Choose Report monitor to check status”. Click either the Return to the
Dashboard link at the top of the page or click on the Home link to return to the
dashboard.
3. Click the Monitor Reports link under the Today’s Date section. Leave all fields
blank except the scheduled date fields. Enter today’s date.
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4. Click SUBMIT.

5. Click on the link to access the letter(s).
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6. Click PRINT to print the letter(s).
Note: When printing letters all expiring leases 120 days out should have a proposal
or proposals entered. This will allow you to print letters in bulk which will give each
tenant the option to renew, go month to month or give notice. Once letters are
printed double check to be sure that there is a lease renewal term option at the
bottom of the letter (above the month to month option).
7. Send letters to determine if the tenant will renew as proposed, go month to month
or give notice. The resident chooses whether to accept the proposal, change the
lease to month to month (if that is an option), or give notice to vacate a unit. The
lease renewal is not yet approved or scheduled.

Print Individual Letters
1. Verify that there is a proposal for the tenant you want to print a letter. Select from
the top pull down menu Reports>Resident>Renewal Letter.
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2. Verify Property field and enter the resident tenant code in the Resident box. If the
“resident tenant code” is not available click on the Resident link to open the find
box. Also enter the expiration date of the selected tenant in both date fields.
3. The Destination box selection should be Screen. Click Submit. Review the letter
on the screen for accuracy and Click Print.
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Email Individual Letters
1. Verify that there is a proposal for the tenant you want to email a letter. Select
from the top pull down menu Reports>Resident>Renewal Letter.
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2. Verify Property field and enter the resident tenant code in the Resident box. If
the “resident tenant code” is not available click on the Resident link to open the
find box. Also enter the expiration date of the selected tenant in both date
fields.
3. The Destination box selection should be Email PDF File, click the ADVANCED
button to change the email address (this will otherwise default to the end user).
Click SUBMIT.
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Approve the Proposal and Print the New Lease
Note: Remember there should be only one approved proposal.
1. The resident will respond to the letter and will be put on notice to vacate, month to
month, or renewed. On-notice and month to month options are available from the
dashboard by clicking on the Expiring Leases link in the Resident Activity section
and then by clicking the appropriate button from the Expiring Leases table (see
below for month to month instructions). If the resident accepts the proposal to
renew, click on the RENEWAL WORKFLOW button. The manager or assistant
manager can click APPROVE. An appointment can now be set up so resident can
sign the lease.
2. Before printing, review the lease for accuracy by selecting the LEASE DOC button,
select the renewal checkbox and click VIEW to view from the screen. Parts of the
lease can be updated from the Resident screen if necessary by clicking on the
Lease Information link. If the resident wants rent, charges or the term changed
after the proposal is approved, the manager or assistant manager can click EDIT to
make changes.
3. Once the lease is accurate, it can be printed by selecting the LEASE DOC button
and by clicking PRINT from the viewing screen. Any applicable addendums should
also be printed by going to the Resident screen and clicking on the applicable
addendum link. The resident is now ready to review and sign the lease and
addendums.
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Click and the renewal lease
screen will open where you
can review and/or print the
lease.

Renew an Approved Lease
Note: The RENEW button is available for the property manager or assistant
manager to execute/schedule the new lease. However, the RENEW button should
not be pushed until there is a signed lease in hand.
1. From the dashboard, click the linked number to the right of the Expiring Leases
(120 days) line in the Resident Activity section. The Expiring Leases screen is
displayed.
2. From the Expiring Leases (120 days) table, click the RENEWAL WORKFLOW
action button corresponding to the row of the resident whose new lease proposal
you want to approve. The Lease Proposal window is displayed. There should
only be one approved proposal. Do not approve any other proposals.
3. Select the proposal in which the resident has signed the lease. Click the RENEW
button. Only the manager or assistant manager can click the RENEW button. The
Renew Lease window is displayed. The top portion of the Renew Lease screen
provides information related to the resident including resident code, property, unit,
and lease terms. The bottom portion should be populated with dates and terms that
agree to the signed lease. Do not modify the dates or terms.
Note: If changes to the lease are necessary, before the RENEW button has been
pushed, the manager or assistant manager can click on the Edit link of the
approved proposal to make changes in which case the lease would have to be
reprinted and signed.
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4. Review the new lease terms if there are errors, then exit from the Renew Lease
screen and click the Edit link to make any necessary changes.
5. Click Save. A warning message is displayed indicating the renewal has been
posted.
6. Click OK. The screen returns to the dashboard. The count in the Lease
Expirations (120 days) section is decreased by one.

Month to Month
1. From the dashboard click the linked number to the right of the Lease Expirations
(120 days) line in the Resident Activity section. The Lease Expirations screen is
displayed.
2. From the Lease Expiration table, click the MTM button corresponding to the row of
the resident who wants to go month to month. The Lease Renewal for month to
month leases window is displayed. If the MTM button is grayed out the Make
Proposal functions must be performed.
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3. The top portion of the Lease Renewal screen provides information related to the
resident including resident code, property, unit, and lease terms.
4. The bottom portion of the screen allows managers to define month to month
charges and any applicable rent increases.

5. Enter information in the required fields.
6. Click SAVE. The screen returns to the Resident screen with a confirmation
message. Notice that the count in the Lease Expirations (120 days) section is not
affected.

Enter a Resident’s Notice to Vacate a Unit
1. From the dashboard click the linked number to the right of the Lease Expirations
(120 days) line in the Resident Activity section. The Lease Expirations screen is
displayed.
2. From the Lease Expiration table, click the NOTICE action button corresponding to
the row of the resident who has given notice. The Notice window is displayed.
3. Enter information in the required fields.
4. Click SAVE. The screen returns to the Resident screen with a confirmation
message. Notice that the count in the Lease Expirations (120 days) section is not
affected.
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If the value entered in the Notice Date field is less than the value entered in the Minimum
Days Notice field on the Property Defaults section of the Property Control setup, the
following message is displayed. Click OK to verify the value entered. If the number of
minimum days has not been met then this is a reminder to charge any termination charges
if allowed by the lease.

Move Out a Resident
1. From the dashboard, click on the linked number to the right of Move Out in the
Resident Activity section of the dashboard. The Move Out screen is displayed.
2. From the Move Out table, click the MOVE OUT action button corresponding to the
row of the resident who you want to move out. A confirmation message is
displayed. Do not click this action button until you are ready to post a
resident move out.
3. Click OK. The system will record the move out as posted. The Move Out count on
the dashboard will be decreased by one. The Deposit Accounting count is
increased by one. The tenant status is changed to past.
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Cancel a Resident’s Move out Notice
1. From the dashboard, click on the linked number to the right of On Notice in the
Resident Activity section of the dashboard. The On Notice screen displays a list of
residents on notice. The list includes the name, unit, and move out date for each
resident. The resident names display as links.
2. Click the CANCEL NOTICE button corresponding to the resident who wants to
cancel their notice. The screen returns to the Resident screen with a confirmation
message.
3. Yardi cancels the move out notice. The Status field on the resident’s record
changes from Notice to Current, and the Notice and Move Out date fields on the
record are automatically cleared. The On Notice count on the dashboard is
decreased by one.
The notice can also be canceled from the Resident screen.
1. Review the Resident record whose unit you want to cancel.
2. From the Resident screen click the Cancel Notice link.
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3. The Resident screen displays a confirmation message.
4. Yardi cancels the move out notice. The Status field on the resident’s record
changes from Notice to Current, and the Notice and Move Out date fields on the
record are automatically cleared. The On Notice count on the dashboard is
decreased by one.
Note: If the unit has a future Resident, then you cannot cancel the notice.
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Transferring Units
For tenants wishing to transfer from one unit to another unit the transfer unit function
should be used. In previous versions the transfer function did not work properly for
properties with letters in the unit name but Voyager 6.0 now works for all properties and
this is the preferred method when a tenant transfers. In the case where all lessees (all
parties that are listed and have signed the lease document) are not transferring then this
function should not be used. For example, when roommates are added when moving to
the new unit, a new prospect should be created. A change in lessees qualifies for a new
prospect record.

Schedule a Transfer Unit
1. From the Resident pull down menu located at the top of the Voyager screen, select
transfer unit. The Transfer Unit screen is displayed.
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2. Enter the resident, property, the unit the tenant is transferring to and the notice of
transfer date in the appropriate boxes. Remember to be sure the unit is available
when the tenant wants to transfer.

3. The intended move out date, the new lease information and the transfer data is
shown. Since the tenant will not have both the old lease and the new lease for the
same day, be sure to adjust so that the new move in date and the lease from date
is one day later than the intended move out date. Be sure to check the resident
profiles, ach info, renewals and lease information boxes under the Custom Data
section. This ensures that this data will be retained for the new unit record. Also
uncheck the Include Security Deposit Balance in Transfer box to avoid the
old unit automatically moving balances. The transferring of deposits can be
done manually using the security deposit transfer charge code. (Positive charge on
old unit with a manual negative charge on the new unit for an equal amount.)
4. Click NEXT. Verify existing roommates. Remember if adding roommates who are
on the lease, this function should not be used.
5. Click NEXT. Add any applicable rentable items.
6. Click NEXT. Review details.
7. Click POST TRANSFER and OK. The Unit Transfers link on the dashboard under
Unit Statistics now has increased by one.

Move In/Out Transferred Units
Now that the transfer function has been performed the tenant status will be notice on the
old unit and future on the new unit. Upon the notice date, the transfer in progress will be
accessible from the number link to the right of Move In and Move Out in the Resident
Activity section of the dashboard as well as the number link to the right of Unit Transfers in
the Unit Statistics section of the dashboard. It is preferred that you access the transfer
from the Unit Transfers link to allow a more clear view of the process.
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1. From the dashboard under Unit Statistics select the number link to the right of Unit
Transfers. The Unit Transfers table is displayed.
2. Select Adjust Move In if the tenant changes the date or select cancel notice if the
tenant has cancelled the transfer. Otherwise select Move In New Unit.
3. The Move In screen is displayed. Verify charges and click POST.
4. The move in has been posted. Notice that the tenant number is retained. The
tenant is usually allowed time to move from the old unit to the new, so do not move
out of the old unit until they have completely vacated.
5. From the dashboard under Unit Statistics select the number link to the right of Unit
Transfers. The Unit Transfers table is displayed.
6. Select Adjust Move Out if applicable (this would be done only if you wish to charge
the tenant for both of the units for all or part of the period in which they had the
keys to both units).
7. Select Move Out. The move out will post. The transfer has now been completed.
The Unit Transfers link should now decrease by one.
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Deposit Accounting
Move Out Deposit Accounting
Note: Add any damages charges, etc. before processing deposit accounting.
Deposit accounting will automatically prorate out any charges that have a lease
charge. Do not manually prorate anything out except for utilities.
1. Click the number to the right of the Deposit Accounting line in the Resident Activity
section of the dashboard. The Deposit Accounting table is displayed.
2. From the Deposit Accounting table, click the action button corresponding to the row
of the resident for whom you want to perform deposit accounting. The Deposit
Accounting screen is displayed.
3. Update the forwarding address fields from the Resident screen so that any refund
is sent to the correct address. If the address is not updated it will default to the
apartment address.
4. Review the move out charges.
5. Check the box in the Yes/No column to select the charge/credit line.


Some lines have a grayed out check box indicating the charge or credit is
required. These required charges display at the top of the list. Examples
include credits automatically pulled into the move out statement such as
security deposit amounts and pre-paid rent. Optional charges, if any, display
below the required charges and can be changed if needed. These optional
charges are usually limited to security deposit transfers and forfeit deposits. If
there are more charges that haven’t been applied, you can adjust deposit
accounting after posting, as described below.

6. If applicable, enter information in the required fields to add a charge or credit.
7. Check the Print Statement box.
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8. Click POST.
All move out charges and payables are updated in the past resident’s ledger. Payables are
posted and submitted for reimbursement approval. Outstanding charges are billed to the
past resident. A message is displayed at the top of the Resident screen: Deposit
Accounting has been posted. The Move Out charges and credits appear on the resident’s
ledger. The Deposit Accounting and Move Out count on the dashboard is decreased by
one.
9. Manager must approve the statement for refunds and send to corporate for
processing.

Adjust Deposit Accounting
If a refund check has already been cut, then adjust deposit accounting is not available.
1. Click on ADJUST DEPOSIT ACCOUNTING from the Resident screen. The Adjust
Deposit Accounting screen is displayed.
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2. Enter charge codes, detail descriptions and amounts for all applicable charges and
credits. Remember that the credit column is used for negative charges. Check the
print statement box and post.
3. The statement will show an amount to be refunded and an adjustment to amount to
be refunded. These netted together will equal the total refund.

Process the Move out Statement for Past Resident
1. If the statement was not printed from the deposit accounting screen, review the
tenant record for which you want to process the move out statement. If the
statement was printed skip to step 4.
2. From the Resident screen click the Move out Statement link under the Reports
section. The move out statement is displayed. Print the statement.
3. Review charges; double checking pro-rations and the refund amount.
4. Property manager approves and submits to accounting.
Note: The ledger and the move out statement both show the amount to be refunded
(if there is any initially) and the adjustment to amount to be refunded as separate
transactions. These must be netted to get the total refund.

You have to net any “amount to be refunded” with the
“adjustment to amount to be refunded” to total the
actual refund amount. For example, in this case the total
refund is $2,008.
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Service Requests
1. When a person calls in for a Service Request Click on the New Svc Req link from
the dashboard in the Today’s Date section.
2. Enter your Property Code and any other information you have about the person
calling in the Service Request.
3. Click the Resident, Unit or Location link to see the selection list.
4. Select the Resident, Unit or Location, have the appropriate type box selected
(resident) and click the SUBMIT button.

5. Check the Resident box indicating who requested the work order and click the
NEXT button.
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6. The next screen that comes up will show you a history of requests for that unit.
You may click on the WO# link to see more detail about any Work Orders that were
previously entered.
7. If the person who is calling is someone other than the Resident, you may enter that
persons Name, email address and/or phone number.
8. Click NEW WORK ORDER to move to the next step.

9. Enter Basic Information about the problem reported by the Resident

Enter Template type (if applicable)

Enter Priority

Select Category

Enter Brief Description

OK to Enter: Check this if it is OK for the technician to enter the unit

Problem Description: Type in a more detail description of the problem

Access Entry Notes: Please type in notes the technician should know prior
to entering the unit.
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Appendix A - Reports

To be updated when final programming is complete
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